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Customer Overview
British Airways (BA) is one of the world’s leading airlines. It is the 

largest airline in the United Kingdom, employing about 40,000 

people with operations in more than 75 countries. BA is based at 

London Heathrow and is the airport’s major operator with about 

half of all flights to and from the airport. The company has 14,500 

cabin crew and 3,500 pilots serving customers through more than 

160 cities globally with over 300,000 flights per year. BA traces its 

origin to 1919 when a forerunner launched the world’s first daily 

international scheduled air service between London and Paris. 

The British Airways Group was created in 1972 to operate several 

state-owned airlines and was privatized in 1987. BA is a founding 

member of the oneworld airline alliance, which includes American 

Airlines, Cathay Pacific, Qatar and Qantas. BA merged with Iberia 

in 2011 under the umbrella of International Airlines Group (IAG), 

whose shares are listed on the FTSE100. Total revenue for BA 

during 2012 was £10,827 million.
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Challenge
As a major international airline, British Airways is globally exposed 

to card fraud schemes – both through its direct sales channels 

and through third-party affiliates. In 2010, BA registered a sharp 

spike in losses from card fraud. As with all spikes there is a danger 

of being put into fraud watch by card brands. After implementing 

3D-Secure on many routes, and enforcing it on the highest risk 

ones, the increasing fraud remained a challenge, and the results 

remained unsatisfactory, according to Andy Warman, Business 

Support Manager at British Airways. The fraud team spent almost 

half their time manually logging data with spreadsheets and other 

administrative tasks. Even then, that effort covered just 15% of 

BA flights, and screening captured only half of flights that were 

at high risk for incidents of fraud. “Our rules were draconian, 
excluded major card brands, and risked turning away 
significant volumes of good sales on ba.com,” says Andy 

Warman. Moreover, after screening began on the website, card 

fraud shifted to the Call Centres.  
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Challenge
“Call Centres were a serious challenge and we needed 
something to give us the same protection as on ba.com,” 

says Andy Warman. During this time, BA decided to purchase 

a comprehensive solution for fraud management. The key 

requirement was scalability covering 100% of all flights through all 

direct sales channels and all major cards brands; BA also sought 

to reduce administrative overhead and have a built-in reporting 

capability. “Automation was a critical requirement because 
otherwise we would have had to triple our fraud team to 
achieve desired results,” recalls Andy Warman.
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Solution
In 2012, BA selected Accertify Fraud Management. Technical 

integration started in July, testing began in October, and the 

system went live in December on ba.com. All stages met the 

BA implementation plan. That schedule was set around the BA 

IT resource availability and was therefore longer than a typical 

deployment of Accertify’s solution. “Accertify’s support team 
provided our IT Project Team with exemplary assistance,” 

says Andy Warman. “There were no surprises and 
deployment took place virtually as planned.” BA also took 

advantage of support from the Accertify User Group by tapping 

the experience of peers in the airline industry, as well as other 

vertical industries, such as retail. As of January 2013, BA began 

screening 100% of all flights booked through ba.com. System 

performance exceeded expectations. The fraud team had planned 

to run their manual procedures in parallel to the new system for 

6 to 8 weeks but ended up switching completely to Accertify after 

three weeks. Call Centre screening went live in July 2013, and BA 

Holidays (for making vacation package reservations) went live in 

October. 
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Solution

In the first nine months, chargebacks dropped 47% and the Call 

Centres experienced similar downward movement during its first 

two months of operation. Andy Warman says the bulk of manual 

administration previously experienced by fraud analysts was 

replaced by Accertify’s automation, which now enables the team 

to make fast, efficient decisions, go fraud hunting and without 

having to increase staffing. 

Fraud data provided by Accertify also helped BA play a significant 

role in a “European Day of Action” against airline fraudsters 

sponsored by EU Law Enforcement agencies. On 27 June 2013, 

the industry reported 200 suspicious transactions resulting in the 

arrest of 43 individuals linked to criminal activity. More arrests 

have taken place since as a result of the exercise and involving 

other criminal activity beyond the credit card fraud. Since the 

Accertify solution’s deployment, Andy Warman says BA has also 

discovered unanticipated side benefits: First was an increase in 
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Solution
detection of fraud involving mileage redemptions in BA’s loyalty 

program. There are plans to explore the use of the system to 

combat fraudulent baggage claims and in Inflight Retail. “We’re 
very pleased with the results provided by Accertify Fraud 
Management,” says Andy Warman.

“Accertify’s automated fraud management solution has 
helped British Airways to significantly reduce payment 
card fraud on our website, Call Centres and BA Holidays. 
The ba.com chargebacks were reduced by 47% in just 
nine months. Before Accertify, our fraud analysts spent 
40% of their time manually processing fraud data in 
spreadsheets to identify trends; now they can focus 
on managing fraud and rapidly make decisions that 
minimise risk while helping to grow revenue.”

Andy Warman | Business Support Manager 
British Airways Corporate Security
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Results

With Accertify, BA has automated fraud management and enabled faster, more 
effective decision making by fraud analysts – while eliminating a significant 
burden of manually processing risk data.

Automated payment risk management. 

BA cut chargebacks on website transactions by 47% during January-September 
2013. Call Centre chargebacks are also dropping after just a few months of 
operations.

Reduced chargebacks.
Effective fraud rules have reduced fraud without inhibiting good transactions 
and thus supporting increased revenue.

Enabled revenue growth.

The solution enabled deep, real-time visibility on potential fraud by expanding 
screening to all payment transactions on the website, Call Centres and BA 
Holidays – without having to triple fraud team staffing.

Efficient, comprehensive screening.
The reduction of online fraud eliminated the potential for warnings from card 
brands with associated fees and penalties.

Solidified standing with card brands.

The solution is also reducing fraud in the Executive Club loyalty program.

Produced unexpected benefits.

As a result of working with Accertify, British Airways has accomplished its goal of reducing card fraud on its website, in its Call Centres and 

through BA Holidays. It has also achieved these other results:

“In the past, our fraud rules and process were somewhat draconian and had the unintended consequence of 
restricting good transactions. With Accertify acting as a one-stop-shop for fraud management, our analysts 
can make quick, accurate decisions and ensure that our controls to minimise risk do not impede approvals of 
legitimate transactions – a very helpful aspect to supporting the growth in revenue at British Airways.”
- Andy Warman | Business Support Manager
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